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TWIB Show #1224 "9/11 Ten Years Later"  
 
Act One "Reflections of 9/11": It has been 10 years since the attacks of 9/11. A variety of 
baseball personnel reflected on the tragic memories of the attacks on American soil. Some 
players were in college and high school classes, others received phone calls or saw TV reports 
to learn of the horrific tragedy. There was a sense of panic, uncertainty and insecurity 
throughout the nation. Everything stopped including Major League Baseball. Thousands of 
volunteers answered the call, including the Yankees and Mets. They supported the firemen, 
policemen, doctors and nurses and went to hospitals to offer some support. In the spirit of 
national recovery, MLB resumed play. President Bush urged businesses to go back to work, 
because it was important for America to get on with its life. Broadcaster Jack Buck may have 
said it best, when he said "... we should show others how to demonstrate our resolve." 
Educational theme:  Documenting important events creates the history of the present for if you 
lose sight of the past, you will lose sight of the future. History is a vital aspect of life. 
Educational theme: The nation experienced a collective sense of panic and insecurity. There 
were frightening thoughts about what was happening and how to respond. 
Educational theme: Playing baseball was a major piece of the national recovery. Sports do not 
build character. They reveal it. 
Educational theme: Resolve means reaching a decision. In this case, the American people 
and the federal government needed to make a firm decision as to how to respond to this 
unprecedented attack. 
 
Act Two - "First Game Back": After the President of the United States said it was time to go 
back to work, September 17th was baseball's first day back. The players began to make sense 
of why they were playing and they knew the people in the stands had to focus on something 
other than this great tragedy. There was a special sense of community as fans pledged 
allegiance all across the nation. MLB resumed play to help bring a sense of normalcy to the 
whole situation, as part of the healing process. The very first game in New York was at Shea 
Stadium, where the Mets and Braves teamed up to lift the fans' spirit in dramatic fashion. 
Hearing and feeling the emotions of fans chanting "USA! USA! USA!" seemed to encourage the 
Mets, as they overcame a two-to-one deficit late in the game when Mike Piazza hit a dramatic 
home run. The fans went crazy. The fire fighters smiled.  Even the Braves recognized the win 
had a bigger meaning for the New Yorkers. The country was going to heal. 
        Cleveland Indians coach Sandy Alomar, Jr. was asked the TWIBIA question to name the 
NY Met with the most home runs against the Atlanta Braves. The answer is Mike Piazza, who 
slammed 26 home runs against the Braves in his career.   
       Winning Road Trips celebrates the teams and players that know how to win away from 
home. Chicago White Sox pitcher Zach Stewart took a perfect game into the eighth inning in 
Minnesota, and finished with a one-hit shutout. 
Educational theme: Going back to work is a form of patriotism. It is a demonstration of national 
loyalty. Baseball defines the spirit of America. If a child wishes to understand America, he/she 
must learn baseball. 
Educational theme:  Baseball is a metaphor, an implicit comparison, an analogy for nearly 
everything in American life. To understand Americans one must understand the game of 
baseball. Baseball in many ways defines the best philosophies of the American culture.  
Educational theme: Fans and communities often establish passion for teams and individual 
athletes. There is an importance for spectator support. Cheering raises the emotions of athletes 
that lead to enhanced performance. 



Educational theme: Trivia is a seemingly superfluous and insignificant event; however, it is an 
important component of baseball legend, lore and tradition. For both fans and players, trivia is a 
source of fun and interest in the American institution called baseball. 
 
Act Three - "Pepsi Max":  Once again from the high-tech, interactive, hardball haven called 
"The MLB Man Cave," TWIB and the two intrepid baseball fans have watched every MLB game 
this year.  Currently, they have watched nearly 2100 and counting. In addition more than 100 
celebrities and big league players have visited the cave, including Miss USA. Visiting the cave 
this week was number 16, Dwight "Doctor K" Gooden. Doc Gooden is a baseball legend, not a 
medical doctor. In a satirical skit, Doc pretended to remove the tonsils of Ryan "Thickish" 
Wagner. Also stopping by this week were a pair of Atlanta Braves rookies -- Craig Kimbrel and 
Freddie Freeman, who received a lesson in post-season baseball.        
        Gillette presented The Rookie of the Month, which honors the league's top rookies 
throughout the season. The Washington Nationals Tom Milone made his major league debut as 
a pitcher and hit a three-run home run on the first pitch he saw in the majors. Tom is just the 
18th pitcher in baseball history to homer in his first MLB at bat. 
Educational theme: Nicknames have been around for thousands of years. The tradition of 
nicknames has a lot to do with possession, intimacy, and familiarity.  
Educational theme: In MLB, the postseason is an elimination tournament held after the 
conclusion of the regular season to determine the World Champion. 
Educational theme: Landmark performances are those that mark a turning point in history. An 
athletic accomplishment with historical significance is one that is marked for preservation by 
aficionados, players and national governing bodies of sport. 
 
Act Four - "Diamond Demos":  To play good baseball one must execute the fundamentals of 
the game. Greg Amsinger, Harold Reynolds and Dan Plesac demonstrated the correct way to 
defend the sacrifice bunt. It all begins with the pitcher, who must not allow the base runner to 
get a big lead or a running lead. When the shortstop breaks, the pitcher delivers the ball to 
home plate. The first baseman is the key defender. He will try to make an aggressive play to get 
the out at third base. 
               Going All Out is a segment that honors special players who continually show 
maximum effort. In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, NY and the nation struggled to recover and 
move on. One of the smallest gestures made an enormous difference in the life of nine-year old 
Kate Mascali. Kate lost her dad, NY City firefighter, Joseph Mascali. The brokenhearted child 
had a bond with her dad -- watching Yankee baseball. Watching and attending Yankee games 
are something that makes her remember her father. Since the Yankees were an important part 
of her life, her family set up a visit to Yankee Stadium to meet the players. Derek Jeter called 
her onto the field to stretch with the guys and to play catch with him and one of the other 
players. She felt part of something very cool. Derek's offhand invitation lifted Kate's spirits and 
sparked a long friendship. Kate is now a college sophomore. As Derek moved closer to his 
milestone 3000th base hit, he and Kate were reunited. The memory of her first encounter with 
Derek lives on in her heart. 
               State Farm State of the Game spotlights players and teams that have reached a better 
state. Stephen Strasburg was the talk of baseball before injuring his elbow in August of 2010. 
Tommy John surgery followed. In just over a year he returned to the mound for the Washington 
Nationals. For five scoreless innings, fans watched Strasburg pepper the strike zone with his 
array of beautiful high fastballs and sharp-breaking curveballs.  
Educational theme: Sports pedagogy is an important aspect of the learning process. 
Demonstration and explanation are initial steps in the process. Children learn best by watching 
and mimicking athletic performance.  
Educational theme:  Families and friends are the root of one's stability. Families are to teach, 



provide and protect their members.  
Educational theme: Love of the game is passed on from father to daughter, then from 
generation to generation. Passion for baseball is a powerful emotion. It is an ardent love and 
boundless enthusiasm of uniquely American way of life. 
Educational theme: It's nice to be important, but it's more important to be nice. 
Educational theme: Tommy John surgery, known in medical practice as ulnar collateral 
ligament (UCL) reconstruction, is a surgical procedure in which a ligament in the medial elbow is 
replaced with a tendon from elsewhere in the body. 
 
Act Five - "How 'bout that!": The top plays and misplays of the week were set to the song, 
"Hello There" by The Freshmen. There were several examples of power pitching leading to 
strike outs. Numerous sliding, running, leaping and against the wall catches were shown. A 
strong throw from the outfield to home to get a sliding runner at the plate was highlighted. Many 
home runs including Brett Lawrie's walk off home run were featured. A few dropped balls that 
resulted in errors were shown. Fan interference by a Phillies spectator was also shown. The 
1000th victory for the Tampa Bay Rays was noted. 
Educational theme: In baseball, power pitching relies on velocity, sometimes at the expense of 
accuracy. Power pitchers usually record a high number of strikeouts. 
Educational theme: Spectator interference is an infraction where a person illegally changes the 
course of play from what is expected. It occurs when it is adjudged to have hindered a fielder 
who is attempting to make a play on a batted ball. 
Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, grace, and rhythmic 
movements of elite athletes. The aesthetic quality of a well-executed play enhances the 
appreciation of baseball. 
Educational theme: Once the student-learner has carefully observed the required effort and 
the bio-mechanics of the premier athletes, then the movements can be more easily duplicated 
and performed by the learner. The student is then physically educated. 


